
2010 FRLMG Awards

Faculty Member Department College
FRLMG $ 

Funded Funding Details 25-Word Application Summary

Denise Bookwalter Art
Visual Arts, Theatre and 
Dance $8,145

The artists' books by Julie Chen combine old and new technologies to create sculptural books on 
topics that include perception, math, geologic time and mapping.

Henry J. Carretta
Family Medicine and Rural 
Health Medicine $12,592

Obtain 2007-2008 hospital inpatient and emergency department discharge data for NC, SC, and 
CA and ZIP Code level demographic data to serve as population denominators. These data will 
serve as comparisons for our Florida Agency for Health Care Administration funded Partnership 
for Health Services Research. 

Paul Fyfe English Arts and Sciences $1,498
This project traces the under-studied relations of the aesthetics of Victorian poetry with the 
material forms in which it was published. 

Davis Houck School of Communication
Communication and 
Information $14,000 Matching funds provided

The papers of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People provide 
invaluable primary sources on the Black Freedom Movement. Parts 20 and 21 of this massive 
collection provide domcuments on organized white resistance and the extent to which the 
NAACP's programmatic aims often conflicted with other civil rights organizations.

David Johnson & Elaine 
Treharne English Arts and Sciences $9,680

Parker Library on the Web provides access to high-resolution images of this world-famous 
library's collection of 559 manuscripts plus bibliographical materials. It would be an 
indispensable teaching and research resource for several FSU consituencies, including HoTT,  
Art History, Modern Languages, Humanities, History, English, the School of Library and 
Information Sciences and Classics.

Victor Mesev Geography
Social Sciences and 
Public Policy $3,840

New super-high resolution satellite imagery can facilitate research in precision mapping of 
buildings, roads, and vegetation. And the analysis of density and congestion.

Matthew R. Shaftel - Music $7,200 Matching funds provided
Grant will fund the acquisition of over 420 volumes, including rare first editions of 19th-Century 
treatises, from the library of world-renowned Yale musicologist, Professor Allen Forte.

Michael Shatruk
Chemistry and 
Biochemistry Arts and Sciences $3,940 Matching funds provided

A  support for crystallographic databases is sought to extend university-wide annual licenses that 
have been acquired through the FLRMG program over the last two years.

Yanning Wang
Modern Languages and 
Linguistics Arts and Sciences $9,573

This grant proposal is for the purchase of two rare books published in the ninteenth century and 
the "Century Journals Project" database.

Xiaojun Yang Geography
Social Sciences and 
Public Policy $1,600

I am applying for a FSU Library Materials Grant to purchase a provincial collection of the 
"China 2000 Township Population Data with GIS Maps" (Xinjiang) that can be essential to 
examine the socio-ecological dynamics in China.      

Irene Zanini-Cordi & 
Christian Weber

Modern Languages and 
Linguistics Arts and Sciences $5,475

This application requests funding for the purchase of foreign films to facilitate particular 
research projects and teaching needs of faculty in the Modern Languages.

Jimmy Yu Religion Arts and Sciences $6,557

Additional funds provided in 
2010 (was partially funded in 
2009)

FSU’s library collection is inadequate for supporting advance research of East Asian history, 
religions, and cultures. The Department of Religion and the Department of Modern Languages 
and Linguistics, therefore, propose to enhance the developing resources of FSU’s East Asia 
Library in order to support faculty research and to fill the lacuna of basic research tools and 
primary source materials.

Some materials could be purchased at a lower price than proposed or were duplicate materials that were not acquired. Underspend was repurposed to buy books in Education, Arts, and Humanities.


